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China reports first death from
mystery pneumonia outbreak

SHANGHAI: China yesterday said a 61-year-old man had
become the first person to die from a respiratory illness
believed caused by a new virus from the same family as
SARS, which claimed hundreds of lives more than a
decade ago.

Forty-one people with pneumonia-like symptoms have
so far been diagnosed with the new virus in Wuhan, with
one of the victims dying on Thursday, the central Chinese
city’s health commission said on its website. Seven others
remained in serious condition, two were discharged from
treatment, and the rest were stable, it added.

The episode has caused alarm due to the specter of
SARS, or Sudden Acute Respiratory Syndrome, which in
2002-2003 killed 349 people in mainland China and
another 299 in Hong Kong, whose economy was hit hard
by the epidemic’s devastating impact on tourism.

Chinese scientists investigating the outbreak said last
week they believe the pathogen to be a previously
unknown type of coronavirus, a broad family ranging from
the common cold to more serious illnesses like SARS.

Scientists in Hong Kong’s Department of Health said
Saturday that genetic sequencing of the virus found in
one of the Wuhan patients and published online by a
Chinese expert indicated it was 80 percent similar to
SARS found in bats.

Speaking at a news conference in Hong Kong, they said
it was too early to conclude definitively that it was a SARS
strain, adding that the city needed to stay vigilant. “We will
remain alert as we believe the epidemic will continue to
develop,” said Wong Ka-hing, director of the department’s
Health Protection Centre. Hong Kong authorities have tak-
en a range of precautions including stepping up the disin-
fection of trains and planes, and checks of passengers.

Travel rush looms
The Wuhan health commission said the man who died

had purchased goods from a seafood market in the city
identified by authorities as the center of the outbreak. It
was closed on January 1. The man, who also had underly-
ing health issues including chronic liver disease, died in
hospital on Thursday of “respiratory failure and severe
pneumonia”, the commission added. 

No new cases have been detected since January 3 nor
any “clear evidence of human-to-human transmission”, it
said. The WHO said Thursday it was not recommending
any specific measures for travellers or restrictions on trade
with China, and expressed confidence in the ability of
Chinese authorities to contain the virus.

China has entered its annual Lunar New Year holiday
travel rush, raising concerns about the mass movement of
people serving as a vector for the pathogen. In the world’s
largest annual human migration, hundreds of millions will
pack together on trains, buses and planes for the festival
in late January. China has not announced any travel
restrictions.

Hong Kong authorities said yesterday that the number
of people who have been hospitalized with flu-like symp-
toms in recent days after travelling to Wuhan had grown to
60, including seven new cases since Friday. Forty-six of
that total, however, have already been discharged. None
have yet been diagnosed with the new coronavirus. City
residents worried about the outbreak have rushed to buy
face masks from local pharmacies, with many selling out
earlier this week, while officials in Taiwan have urged the
island’s health and welfare ministry to strengthen quaran-
tine controls. — AFP

Bzigo marks
mosquitoes
for death
LAS VEGAS: Startup Bzigo was at the Consumer
Electronics Show this week with a gadget designed to
spot mosquitos and then mark them for death. Bzigo,
pronounced like “buzz” and “go” combined, watches
constantly for flying mosquitoes and then hits them with
a beam of laser light after they land.

The first generation of the device marks mosquitoes
for termination, sending an alert to people’s smart-
phones to prompt them to execute the insects. “A big
problem with mosquitoes is finding them, that is what
we solved,”  said Nadav Benedek of Bzigo.

The World Health Organization has branded mosqui-
toes among the planet’s deadliest creatures due to their
ability to carry diseases that kill millions of people
annually. Even in locations where mosquito-borne dis-
eases are not a problem, the buzzing blood-suckers are
often abhorred.

Benedek said a second-generation Bzigo device,
already built but kept out of the public eye for now, will
automatically dispatch a flying “nano-drone” to kill tar-
geted mosquitoes, sparing people from getting blood on
their hands.

“A nano-drone flies from a docking station on the

device, goes to the mosquito, kills it, and it comes back
to recharge,” Benedek said, prompting a nearby visitor
to the CES booth to laugh uncontrollably.

Bzigo has already raised a million dollars in funding,
and is out to raise $5 million to begin mass production
of the device, which will be about the size of an apple
when it reaches market, according to Benedek. “Right
now, we have a fully functioning prototype,” he said.
“The drone will kill in a way be aren’t disclosing yet;
not a laser.” — AFP

LAS VEGAS: Startup Bzigo displays a mosquito hunting
gadget at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas
on January 9, 2020. — AFP


